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WMV is the multimedia extension, which has been developed on the standards of the MPEG file
formats. MPEG extension has been presented by the Moving Pictures Expert Group. This is
multimedia file format, which provides a continuous flow of the digital data for the digital channels.
This is why; most of the digital channels are using the services of the MPEG file format.

WMV was developed on the standards of the MPEG, so it holds entire features of the MPEG file
format. Window Media Video delivers good quality of the digital contents online and offline for the
computer users. This file format is proprietary of the Microsoft, so it has excellent support and
integration for the windows media player.

Everything has some limitation, so does the WMV digital multimedia file format. WMV offers
excellent support of the Window Media Player, but there is a question mark on its playback for
providing support for the quick-time Mac. Quick-Time is one of the powerful media players, which
are used for the Apple Mac operating system. WMV and quick-time do not have anything similar, so
these two programs show no support for each other.

Internet is holding diversity of files, so computer users will get file of every digital format. This is why;
computer users may download multiple window media videos. Apple Macintosh users will suffer
from problems, when it is regarding the playback of the windows media video on the Apple Mac
operating system.

Tips for playback of the windows media videos on Mac:

There are several ways, which allow the computer users to get playback of their WMV files on the
Apple Mac operating system. Apple Mac users can install the VLC media player, which will facilitate
them to have the playback of the Windows media video on the Apple Mac operating system. VLC is
one of the powerful media players, which will facilitate the Apple users to find good playback for
their entire digital contents.

Windows Media Player9 has been designed for providing playback of the windows media videos on
the Apple platform. Mac computer users can install this application tool, which will provide them get
playback of the WMV files on their operating system. Flip4Mac is an additional component, which
enables the quick-time media player to support and play the windows media videos WMV on Mac.

Mac users do may not like to install any third party components or tool, as the third party tools are
notorious for carrying the malicious threats. Third party tools installation may affect performance of
the Apple Mac operating system, so the Mac users may dislike installing anything causing slow
down their computer. Video converter for Mac can be achieved, which will convert the WMV files to
some other file format compatible with the Apple Mac OS.
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on Mac. Mac users have all the above choice, which will enable them to play and handle their WMV
collection on the quick-time.
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